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GENERAL PURPOSE CEMENT

PROSTRENGTH® RAPID SET CONCRETE

SAND & CEMENT

CONCRETE MIX

RAPID SET CONCRETE

WHITE CEMENT

General Purpose Cement is 
versatile product that blends with 
raw materials to suit a wide range 
of applications.

- Conforms to AS3972 Type GP

- Made Right Here in Australia

- Available in Bulk Bags

- Blends with raw materials to suit 
construction applications

APPLICATIONS: Concreting, 
landscaping, tiling, rendering & 
bricklaying

TIP: For consistent colour, keep to 
the same type of cement

PROSTRENGTH® Rapid Set 
is a quality blend designed for 
combined rapid setting and fast 
strength gain allowing faster project 
turnaround without compromising 
strength.

- Ready to use, just add water

- Made Right Here in Australia

- 40MPa - Twice the strength of 
standard Rapid Set

- Hardens in 30 minutes

APPLICATIONS: Professional 
fencing, gate and sign posts, 
sporting ground equipment 
installation, small slabs

TIP: It is important that you are 
prepared to complete the project 
quickly as this product has fast 
setting properties

Sand & Cement is a carefully 
proportioned blend of graded sands 
and cement, designed for use as a 
general purpose mortar product.

- Ready to use, just add water

- Made Right Here in Australia

- Suitable for small projects around 
the home or garden

APPLICATIONS: Setting shower 
bases & toilet pan, joint filling,  
patch & repair mortar.

TIP: Excess water will impact the 
ultimate strength performance.

Concrete Mix is a quality blend 
of cement, sand and aggregates, 
designed for small projects around 
the home or garden.

- Ready to use, just add water

- Made Right Here in Australia

- Available in Bulk Bags

- Suitable for small projects around 
the home or garden

APPLICATIONS: Garden edges 
& slabs, landscaping, footings, 
posts & foundations

TIP: Too much water ruins good 
concrete

Rapid Set Concrete is specially 
formulated to harden rapidly, so you 
can complete a job faster and have 
more time for other projects.

- No mixing required, just add water

- Made Right Here in Australia

- Hardens in 15 minute

- Suitable for non-structural 
applications

APPLICATIONS: Fixing fence  
& non-load bearing pergola posts, 
clothes hoists and  
non-structural uprights.

TIP: Rapid Set Concrete is 
not recommended for use 
with Aluminium posts or poles 
unless these are primed or 
sealed according to the post 
manufacturers’ recommendation

White Cement provides many 
building and construction 
applications with limitless aesthetic 
and decorative opportunities.

- Conforms to AS3972 Type GP

- Eliminates the addition of white 
oxide

- Provides a brighter finish when 
colour oxides are added

APPLICATIONS: Concreting, 
landscaping, tiling, rendering & 
bricklaying

TIP: For consistent colour, keep 
to the same type of raw materials 
added eg: Sand


